
INSTREAM PROJECT DESIGN CHECKLIST

For Design and Construction of Flood and Erosion Protection

Facilities and Habitat Restoration Projects that May Include
Large Wood Placement or Natural Wood Recruitment

Project Name: Herzman Levee Setback and Cedar River Trail Site 2 Stabilization Project Manager: Nancy Sandford

River/River Mile/Bank: Cedar River / RM 6.4 - 6.6 / Right Bank and Left Bank Date: Januar^lO, 2020

Check one or both:

^ Project includes placement of large wood elements

Project may influence the recruitment, mobility and accumulation of natural large wood.

Note: If the project is comprised of emergency work, then fill out and file this form within 30 days of completion of emergency
work.

I. Project Backsround and Preliminary Design (30-40 Percent) Information
(Provide general information at a conceptual level)

1. Describe the overall river management context, strategy and objectives for the river reach. Refer to pertinent
plans, policies or documents pertaining to flood hazards, salmon recovery, etc.

Strategy and objectives for the Herzman Levee Setback and Cedar River Trail Site 2 (CRT2) Stabilization project
(Herzman Project) were developed as part of the Cedar River Capital Investment Strategy (CIS). The CIS planning
process established flood risk reduction priorities throughout the Cedar River corridor by defining flood and erosion
hazards, focusing on critical "worst-first" public safety risks, and proposing projects to address these risks. The Herzman
Project was identified as a high priority project and near term action in the CIS.

2. Describe the goals and objectives of the project and its relative importance to the success ofDNRP program goals
and mandates. Identify funding source(s) and describe any applicable requirements or constraints.

The goal of the project is to protect regional infrastructure including State Route 169, the Cedar River Trail, and a major fiber
optic line located under the trail. Objectives towards achieving that goal include:

• Removal of the downstream portion of the Herzman Levee and construction of a setback levee and side channel on the
right bank floodplain in order to reduce erosive pressure on the CRT2 revetment.

• Construction of flow deflectors along the CRT2 revetment to redirect scour away from the toe of the revetment.

• Grading/rebuilding the upper portion of the revetment to a more stable slope, then revegetating.

These actions are intended to reduce flood risk and future damage and repairs to the CRT2 revetment by reducing velocities
and shear stresses exerted on the revetment. They also provide improved riparian and aquatic habitat in the floodplain through
construction of the side channel and enhancement offloodplain vegetation.

The project is funded by the King County Flood Control District. Constraints on project implementation include:

• The need for easements from private landowners and coordination with KC Parks and WSDOT.

• The need for multiple permits which may require lengthy review and approval processes.



3. Describe the existing (and historic, if relevant) site and reach conditions, including structural features, channel
form, and the presence of naturally deposited large wood. Describe known utilization by salmonids and any
important or unique biological or ecological attributes.

The Cedar River is channelized by levees through the project reach, and flow regulation has significantly decreased the
peak flow magnitude, affecting sediment transport and decreasing natural wood recruitment by limiting bank erosion.
Recent surveys have observed only a few small pieces of naturally deposited wood in the reach.

Chinook, coho and sockeye salmon, rainbow trout/steelhead, and coastal cutthroat trout utilize the Cedar River for
spawning and rearing. Chinook salmon and steelhead are protected as threatened species under the Endangered Species
Act.

4. Describe what is known about adjacent land uses and the type, frequency, and seasonality of recreational uses in the
project area. Are there nearby trail corridors, schools or parks? What is the source(s) of your information?

Properties along both river banks are zoned for rural residential use with a density of one unit per 5 acre parcel (RA-5). The
right bank (north side of the river) contains eight homes behind the Herzman levee. The left bank (south side of the river), is
the CRT2 revetment, directly behind which is the Cedar River Trail and then State Route 169/Maple Valley Highway. Across
the highway is a neighborhood zoned as residential with a density of 6 units per acre parcel (R-6).

The Cedar River Trail is a popular trail year-round for walking, jogging, and bicycling. Upstream of the CRT2 revetment is a
King County-owned natural area known as Cavanaugh Pond. The Cedar River itself is regularly used for recreational purposes.
Floating the river in tubes or small rafts is a popular summer recreational activity.

5. If the project includes wood placement, describe the conceptual design of large wood elements of the project,
including, if known at this stage in the design, the amount, size, location, orientation, elevation, anchoring
techniques, and type of interaction with the river and stream at a range of flows.

On the left bank along the CRT2 revetment, three flow deflector structures consisting of large wood (logs) and anchoring
rock are planned for construction. The deflectors will be spaced at approximately 110-foot intervals along the toe of the
revetment. Each flow deflector will have a roughly triangular shape measuring approximately 45-feet along the bank and
extending approximately 30 feet into the channel. A foundation ofriprap will be placed to support the structures and
prevent undermining scour. The deflectors will have four layers of logs, with alternating layers angled upstream and
downstream. A total of fifteen logs will make up each flow deflector, approximately half with rootwads. Log lengths
will range between 15 to 40 feet, with diameters between 18 and 30-inches. The logs will be anchored with chain to
boulders embedded into the foundation. Additional ballast boulders will be chained to the logs throughout the structure
for stability and to counteract buoyancy. Two 30-inch diameter logs stacked on the upstream face of the structures will
act as bumper logs. The top of the flow deflector structures will be roughly level at elevation 118 feet, allowing
overtopping of the structures at higher flows.

In addition to the flow deflector structures, trees removed during construction will be placed along the river bank in the
spaces upstream, between and downstream of the flow deflector structures to enhance slow water edge habitat and
provide mitigation for construction impacts to aquatic habitat. River velocities in these spaces should be minimal due to
the effect of the flow deflector structures and the mcreased roughness from the trees.

On the right bank, engineered log jams (ELJs) consisting of 12 to 16 layered logs will be placed at each side of the inlet
to the constructed side channel. Bank roughening structures consisting of 3 to 4 logs will be placed at multiple locations
along the length of the side channel. The inlet ELJs are intended to restrict the amount of flow entering the side channel,
and will be located within the side channel inlet to limit interaction with main channel flows and recreational users.

6. If the project includes wood placement, what is the intended structural, ecological or hydraulic function of the
placed wood? What role does the placed wood have in meeting the project's goals and objectives? Is the project
intended to recruit or trap additional large wood that may be floating in the river?

The intended structural and hydraulic function of the flow deflectors is to shift high flow velocities and resulting scour
away from the revetment and toward the center of the river channel. This will reduce the risk of erosion damage to the
revetment and protect State Route 169, the Cedar River Trail, and the fiber optic line located under the trail. Void spaces



within the structures, root wads, and trees placed adjacent to the flow deflectors will provide habitat benefits to mitigate
the project's aquatic impacts.

The side channel inlet ELJs are intended to restrict flow into the side channel. The bank roughening structures also add
roughness, as well as increase the complexity of the channel, and provide cover and stability.

The project is not mtended to recruit or trap additional large wood. The flow patterns created by the deflectors along
with the bumper logs on their upstream face should create conditions that encourage wood to pass through the main
channel. Some wood may collect at the side channel entrance or fall into the side channel from alongside the channel as
it evolves over time.

7. Is the project likely to affect the recruitment, mobility or accumulation of natural large wood, e.g., by
encouraging wood deposition on or near the site or promoting bank erosion that may cause tree toppling?
Describe expected site evolution and its potential effects on natural wood dynamics.

The site may recruit or accumulate natural large wood during flood events. However, the flow deflectors along with the
bumper logs on their upstream face should create conditions that encourage wood to pass through the main channel.
Some wood may collect at the side channel entrance or topple into the side channel from alongside the channel as it
evolves over time.

8. Describe how public safety considerations have been incorporated into the preliminary project design. For placed
wood, address each of the considerations:

a. Type, frequency, and seasonality of recreational use;

Floating the Cedar River in tubes or small rafts is a popular summer recreational activity.

b. Wood location, positioning, and anchoring techniques;

ELJs at the side channel inlet are positioned inside the channel to limit interaction with main channel flows, particularly at
low flows when recreational use is expected. The deflector structures include bumper logs on the upstream face of the
structures and alluvium fill up to typical summer water surface elevations. These features are intended to limit the porosity
of the structures at flows when floaters are present, as well as provide a smooth surface on the upstream of the deflector
that floaters can easily push off of should they contact the structure.

c. Maximizing achievement of project goals and objectives while minimizing potential public safety risks;

Public safety has been a design consideration from the beginning of project design. The current design strives to use wood
to improve habitat and optimize side channel performance while minimizing potential public safety risks to recreational
floaters. This is being accomplished by placing wood in the interior of the side channel, and in the design of the flow
deflector structures in the main channel through use of bumper logs on the upstream face and alluvium fill up to typical
summer water surface elevations.

d. Use of established and recognized engineering, geological, and ecological expertise.

The project team consists of licensed professional engineers and engineering geologists, and ecologists utilizing
established and recognized design methods for these types of projects.

9. Has the project been reviewed and approved by a Licensed Professional Civil Engineer? Please list other licensed
technical staff who have reviewed and provided input on the design (e.g., Licensed Geologist and Licensed
Engineering Geologist). Specify the Engineer of Record for the design and any other Licensed Professionals who
have sealed their portion of the design plans. Were all reviews and approvals completed?

The lead design engineer and Engineer of Record for the project is Tracy Winjum, P.E. Mark Beggs, P.E., was also
involved in the design and review ofhydraulics. Chris Brummer, P.E., L.E.G. and supervising engineer, provided

engineering review of the project design. All reviews and approvals of the 30% design have been completed.



10. Has the project been reviewed and approved by a King County Professional Ecologist (e.g., person with an
advanced degree in aquatic and/or biological sciences from an accredited university or equivalent level of
experience) if ecological benefits are an intended project objective, to evaluate the consistency of the design with
project goals, existing environmental policies and regulations, and expected or known permit conditions? Specify
the Reviewing Ecologist for the project. Was this review and approval completed? What is the anticipated
schedule for completing project milestones (30-40% design, final design, major construction/earthmoving) and
for soliciting public input)?

The project has been reviewed by Thomas Bannister (Project Ecologist) to evaluate the design with regard to project
goals, environmental regulations, and expected permit conditions. 30% design of the project has recently been completed
and approved, final design is anticipated to be complete in the fourth quarter of 2020, and major construction will take
place during the 2021 fish window, from mid-July to mid-September 2021. Public input will be solicited at appropriate
stages in the design process, including at the 30% design stage via posting of this Project Design Checklist and the 30%
design plans.
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